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	There is a curious symmetry to the way this book presents Acceptance Test-

	Driven Development and the way software is developed with ATDD. Just as there

	is an art to picking the specific examples of program behavior that will elicit the

	correct general behavior for the system, there is an art to picking specific examples

	of a programming technique like ATDD to give you, the reader, a chance to learn

	the technique for yourself. Markus has done an admirable job in selecting and

	presenting examples.





	To read this book you will need to read code. If you follow along, you will

	have the opportunity to learn the shift in thinking that is required to succeed with

	ATDD. That shift is, in short, to quickly go from, ‘‘Here’s a feature I’d like,” to

	‘‘How are we going to test that? Here’s an example.” Reading the examples, you

	will see, over and over, what that transition looks like in various contexts.





	What I like about this code-centric presentation is the trust it shows in your

	powers of learning. This isn’t ‘‘12 Simple Rules for Testing Your Web App” printed

	on intellectual tissue paper that falls apart at first contact with the moisture of

	reality. Here you will read about concrete decisions made in concrete contexts,

	decisions that you could (and that, if you want to get the most out of this book, you

	will) disagree with, debate, and decide for yourself.
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Security in Fixed and Wireless Networks: An Introduction to Securing Data CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	With our modern society' s increased dependence on information technology and communication networks, the subject of network security is developing into a crucial base technology and most people working in the networking and information technology business will need to know the basics of fixed and wireless network security.? This...
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Stripes: ...and Java web development is fun again (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
As a Java developer, you want to leverage your knowledge and the wealth of Java libraries and tools. But when it comes to web development, many frameworks seem over-engineered and too complex. They have a steep learning curve, and it's just too difficult to get them to do exactly what you need because of their "closed-box" design.
...
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Beginning RPG Maker VX AceApress, 2014

	Beginning RPG Maker VX Ace takes you through the process of using the RPG Maker VX Ace game development engine to create your very own role playing game. The book has been designed with the complete beginner in mind who has little to no experience with the engine. Tutorials and exercises will take you from installing the software to...
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Thinking with Data: How to Turn Information into InsightsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Many analysts are too concerned with tools and techniques for cleansing, modeling, and visualizing datasets and not concerned enough with asking the right questions. In this practical guide, data strategy consultant Max Shron shows you how to put the why before the how, through an often-overlooked set of analytical...
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Treatise on Process Metallurgy, Volume 3: Industrial ProcessesElsevier Limited, 2014

	Process metallurgy provides academics with the fundamentals of the manufacturing of metallic materials, from raw materials into finished parts or products.


	Coverage is divided into three volumes, entitled Process Fundamentals, encompassing process fundamentals, extractive and refining processes, and metallurgical process...
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Bingsop's Fables: Little Morals for Big BusinessHarvard Business School, 2011

	For more than twenty years, Stanley Bing has peerlessly explained corporate culture and strategy with wit and insight. Now he brings us this engaging and instructive book of white-collar fables that have charmed generations of businesspeople since Greece was glorious and Rome was grand, brilliant gems of wisdom flowing from the pen of the...
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